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The Scenario 
 
Now that your Palo Alto firewall(s) are in place and giving your more visibility into the 
traffic that is traversing your network, people in your organization are starting to notice. 
As is often the case, every issue encountered with an application’s performance starts 
with a finger pointing at the firewall as the source of the problem. Your mission is to 
determine whether or not the firewall is indeed having an impact. If it is, you need to 
identify where the issue lies so you can rectify it. If it isn’t, you need the empirical proof 
to prove the firewall’s innocence.  
 

The Mission 
 
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to leverage global counters, the test 
command, and the flow basic capabilities via the CLI to get a deeper view into what is 
happening to the packets traversing the firewall. 
 

The Tools of the Trade 
 
Completing this mission will require you to perform the following tasks in the firewall’s 
CLI: 
 

ü Use the test command 
ü Configure packet filters 
ü Explore global counters 
ü Run a flow basic capture 

 

The Target Devices 
 
This lab can be performed on any firewall. The test and global counter commands do 
not have any performance impact. Flow basic can cause performance degradation, so 
running it on a non-production firewall to execute this lab would be advisable.  The step 
by step directions of this lab will be for an individual firewall running PANOS 8.0.5. 

 
The Information You Need  
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To complete these lab steps, you will need the following information readily 
available: 
 

ü IP Address of the management interface of the firewall 
ü Your administrator credentials to access said firewall 
ü Access to a terminal emulator such as Putty to initiate an SSH session 

into the firewall from 
ü Access to a client behind the firewall that can generate traffic to/from the 

internet through the firewall 
ü The IP address of the client you are generating your traffic from (which 

will be referred to as <CLIENT-IP> from this point on) 

 
The Lab Configuration Steps 
 

1. Firewall Preparation 
 

a. Purpose 
 
This is make sure that you can generate meaningful traffic through the 
firewall (preferably to the Internet) to be able to exercise the tasks in the 
rest of the lab 
 

b. Tasks 
 

i. From the client behind the firewall, attempt to connect to 
www.uscga.edu from a web browser 
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ii. From the command line of the client behind the firewall, attempt to 
perform a DNS A record lookup for the above URL against the google 
DNS server at 8.8.8.8 
 

 
 

iii. If either of those tests are unsuccessful, either alter the ruleset of the 
firewall until they are or pick a different website and/or external DNS 
server that will work for you and use those values moving forward in 
defining your filters and testing connectivity. 

 
2. Exploring Test Command  

 
a. Purpose 

 
The test command exists to validate which rule in a policy the firewall 
would apply to a session with the parameters you provide. This is useful in 
detecting undesired behavior being caused by misconfigured rules in a 
policy. Many policy types can be tested. Below you will find the most likely 
ones you will use, however there are many more available 
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b. Location 
 
The test command is run from the command line of the firewall in 
operational mode and requires a myriad of options: 
 

 
 

c. Example Tasks 
 

i. Determine which security rules would be triggered by outbound 
bittorrent and dns traffic.   
 
> test security-policy-match application 
bittorrent source <CLIENT-IP> destination 
72.5.65.112 protocol 17 destination-port 53 from 
inside to outside 
 
> test security-policy-match application dns 
source <CLIENT-IP> destination 4.2.2.1 protocol 
17 destination-port 53 from inside to outside 
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ii. Determine which nat rule would be triggered by outbound traffic to 
udp/53  
 
> test nat-policy-match source <CLIENT-IP> 
destination 4.2.2.1 protocol 17 destination-port 
53 from inside to outside 
 

iii. Now make up your patterns to test and explore other testing options 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Creating Packet Filters 
 

a. Purpose 
 
Packet filters let you define the traffic you are interested in seeing in terms 
of packet header information. Well defined filters can minimize the 
resources consumed during a flow basic execution as well as serve as a 
noise filter when examining the global counters. Filters are global to the 
firewall and up to 4 filters can be configured at a time. Multiple filters are 
“OR’d” together when it comes to matching traffic 
 

b. Location 
 
Packet filters are created either in Operational Mode of the command line 
or in the GUI under Monitor à Packet Capture à Configure Filtering 
à Manage Filters 
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c. Building the Filters 
 

Set up a filter to only look at traffic going to Google DNS (8.8.8.8) and to 
the IP addresses that the US Coast Guard Academy (www.uscga.edu) 
website resolves to. (The first command deletes any already existing 
filters.) 
 
> debug dataplane packet-diag clear all 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set filter match 
destination 138.29.1.1 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set filter match 
destination 138.29.1.6 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set filter match 
destination 8.8.8.8 

 

 
 

d. Confirming and Activating the Filters 
 
> debug dataplane packet-diag show setting 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set filter on 
 

 
 
Note: Activating the filters with the above command does not introduce 
any performance degradation into the system. It simply makes those filters 
available to the global counter, and packet-diag utilities (which includes 
flow basic and packet capture functionality)  
 

4. Exploring Global Counters 
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a. Purpose 
 
Global Counters are an excellent source of information as to why the 
firewall is taking the actions that it is, especially if the logs in the monitor 
tab of the firewall are not registering anything. Using global counters in 
tandem with the filters defined above helps you focus on only relevant 
data.  
 

b. Location 
 
Global counters can only be accessed from Operational Mode of the 
command line. There is no place within the GUI where they are visible. 
 
If you use Chrome as a browser, you may want to consider the extension 
called “Pan(w)achrome” which gives you regularly updated browser 
access to view counters and other performance metrics from your firewall. 
More info about it can be found here: 
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/panwachrome/bbjabfjlgajemfdk
mmgjmjmhfaaicfph 
 

c. The “delta” option 
 
The addition of “delta yes” to the command gives you the counter data 
collected since the last time the command was run. This gives you the 
ability to see the rate at which counters are incrementing. 
 

i. Explore the current status of your global counters and the delta option 
 
# exit 
> show counter global filter severity drop 
> show counter global filter severity drop delta yes 
 
<WAIT ABOUT 10 SECONDS> 
 
> show counter global filter severity drop delta yes 
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ii. Explore other counter categories available, with and without the “delta 
yes,” and the outputs produced. 
 
> show counter global filter category ? 
> show counter global filter severity ? 
> show counter global filter aspect ? 
 

iii. From a browser on your student desktop, generate web traffic of your 
choosing – http/https/dns/ping/etc and see how that impacts the counters 
using the above commands with the “delta yes” option 
 

iv. Which counters might be useful for troubleshooting various different 
scenarios that you may encounter? 
 

 
5. Creating a Flow Basic Capture 

 
a. Purpose 

 
The flow basic capture provides an in-depth and step-by-step visibility into 
every decision the firewall makes concerning a session as its processed 
through the device. 
 

b. Location 
 
Flow basic is executed from Operational Mode of the command line. There 
is no place within the GUI where it can be executed or the results viewed. 
 

c. Enabling flow basic 
 

i. The first step is setting up tight filters to hone in on the traffic 
sessions we are trying to analyze, which we already have 
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completed in step 3c above. 
 

ii. Now, after clearing out any lingering data from a previous run, we 
activate the flow basic feature 
 
> debug dataplane packet-diag clear log log 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set log feature 
flow basic 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set log on 
 

 
iii. Once activated, generate some traffic that matches your filters. In 

our case based on the filters we defined in step 3c, browsing 
around the CGA website a few clicks will do the trick. 
 

iv. Once we are done testing, we need to turn flow basic logging off 
 
> debug dataplane packet-diag set log off 
 

 
 

v. Wait 15-20 seconds for caches to flush 
 

vi. Separate log files are generated for each data plane on the 
appliance (the 5000 series and above all have multiple data 
planes). We need to aggregate that data together to get a full view 
of what is going on 
 
> debug dataplane packet-diag aggregate-logs 
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vii. Now we can view the results. Pick a session and trace the path the 
session is taking through the firewall. The command you use is platform 
dependent. The vm, 200, & 220 series all use the mp-log variant. All other 
platforms use the dp-log variant. 
 
> less mp-log pan_packet_diag.log 
 
or 
 
> less dp-log pan_packet_diag.log 
 
You can follow along this output, matching packets to a session via 
the session ID, in the flowchart contained in the “PANOS Packet 
Flow” tech note, which is available both from the PAN community 
forum (https://live.paloaltonetworks.com/t5/Learning-
Articles/Packet-Flow-Sequence-in-PAN-OS/ta-p/56081) as well as 
at the end of this lab exercise. Some examples of what the flow 
basic output looks like are below: 
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viii. Matches against policy rules are displayed in terms of rule index numbers 
which are not visible in the GUI. To obtain the mapping of index number 
to rule name, use these following commands: 
 
> debug device-server dump idmgr type nat-rule 
all 
> debug device-server dump idmgr type security-
rule all 
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or if you have a specific index you need to look up 
 
> debug device-server dump idmgr type nat-rule id XX  
> debug device-server dump idmgr type security-rule 
id XX 
 

 
 
to see all the different mappings you can cross reference in this 
way, perform this command: 
 
> debug device-server dump idmgr type ??  
 

ix. Interfaces are also numbered in this output. The mapping of interfaces to 
their id numbers can be found vis this command: 
 
> show interfaces all 
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The Next Steps 
 
If you want to test this on your own and do not have access to a lab environment to do 
so, you have a couple options: 
 

a. Contact your Sun Management Account Rep to get pricing on a lab 
bundle. The newly released PA-220 and VM-50 appliances are excellent 
platforms for testing things such as this and there are specific part 
numbers for lab equipment that are more heavily discounted than the 
same appliance for use in production.  
 
If you are unsure who your Account Rep is or do not have one yet, you 
can reach out to sales@sunmanagement.net for assistance. 
 

b. Reach out through the free Fuel Users Group (www.fuelusersgroup.org) 
which at the time this lab is being written is offering limited free access to 
a virtual lab environment, which they refer to as their “Virtual Test Lab,” in 
which you can practice the steps outlined above. (Note: The Fuel Users 
Group may alter or discontinue offering their “Virtual Test Lab” at any time) 

 
 
 
If you feel Sun Management brings value to you and your organization with 
these labs, please keep us in mind for other network and network security 

related requirements.  We are here to help you. Thank you for your 
business. 

 
Please direct any questions/comments/feedback on this lab exercise to: 

education@sunmanagement.net 
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